Julie Arnoff works with a variety of media to create drippy, painterly portraits that exhibit her sensual use of paint and love of natural form.
Space 207, throughout both days

Seda Saar showcases her latest conceptual drawings and paintings of colorful geometric abstractions inspired by architectural visualization and dimensional form.
Space 313, Sat & Sun at 1pm

Lisa Kim draws from her early passions as inspiration for her work: mythology, fantasy literature, and ancient history.
Space 331, Sat at 2pm & Sun at 11am

Deidre Greene takes industrial raw material metals and transforms them into fine art jewelry with vintage tools.
Space 358, throughout both days

Yan Zhang is one of the 200 people or so around the world who can skillfully use Li Textile technique, a unique skill that is on the brink of extinction.
Space 324, Sat & Sun, at 11-12am & 2-3pm

Lisa Baldwin paints from life whenever possible, leaving in only what’s vital, creating “visual haikus”.
Space 223, Sat & Sun at 11am

Carol Steinberg, displays an intense, personal form of Impressionism in her Yosemite Park series.
Space 123, throughout both days

Steven Bryer is inspired by the forms, colors and details discovered in nature.
Space 413, throughout both days